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FADE IN:
INT. DILAPIDATED HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY
Female elf LATIRUS sits on the floor next to a huge bag,
eating something unrecognizable from a can while looking at
male dwarf HOGWASH sitting at a table full of gear. Alien
CIRCLE 71 looks for her own spot as she takes her gear off.
LATIRUS
We are never going to find it.
HOGWASH
If that thing exists, its not going
to be on land.
CIRCLE 71
Humans have covered the water.
HOGWASH
Those terrorists messed up an
entire planet.
LATIRUS
Titanae checked as well.
HOGWASH
Oh sure one blabbermouth merman has
covered all the planets water. Give
me a break.
CIRCLE 71
Mermen reach speeds of fifty miles
an hour under water
HOGWASH
Well, you can’t find something that
doesn’t exist.
CIRCLE 71
That’s what everyone thought about
us.
LATIRUS
Where is Titanae?
Hogwash and Circle 71 look around
CIRCLE 71
The disposal room?
LATIRUS
Not this long?
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CIRCLE 71
Hogwash? He was behind you.
HOGWASH
Well, I can’t look out the back of
my head.
LATIRUS
And your ears?
HOGWASH
Now you listen here
A door crashes open. A bald, blue and green man, only wearing
pants, comes in carrying an awfully pale, tied up man. He
drops him on the table in front of Hogwash.
LATIRUS
Who is that?
CIRCLE 71
Is that a blood feeder?
The man GASPS awake. Hogwash HITS him over the head with the
club. He’s out again.
HOGWASH
You brought a vampire here? Are you
insane?
Titanae pulls the vamp’s lip up to reveal a mouth without
fangs.
TITANAE
He’s a parolee.
HOGWASH
A criminal! Oh that’s comforting.
LATIRUS
Why?
HOGWASH
It isn’t. I was being sarcastic.
LATIRUS
Not you! Titanae why?
HOGWASH
Oh
CIRCLE 71
Because he is ancient.
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TITANAE
Exactly. He’s a runaway.
LATIRUS
That means he’s wanted.
TITANAE
So are we. I saw him hunting for
blood and figured
HOGWASH
Lets catch him? A wanted powerful
monster who can’t die and feeds on
blood?
CIRCLE 71
Let him explain
TITANAE
He is way older than us. He might
have heard about the Eonite.
LATIRUS
I can’t believe you caught a
vampire.
CIRCLE 71
Threatening him will not impress
him.
TITANAE
No, but rabbit blood might.
Titanae holds up a jar of blood then hands it to hogwash. Who
looks at it with disgust.
HOGWASH
Gross. That is so gross.
CIRCLE 71
A trade. Ingenious.
LATIRUS
O my God that’s amazing.
TITANAE
But first I need to pee.
Titanae walks off.
LATIRUS
Of course
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HOGWASH
You really have a pea sized
bladder!
CIRCLE 71
Is that not common?
LATIRUS
He means pea the fruit not the
urine.
CIRCLE 71
Ah humor
LATIRUS
No
HOGWASH
Peas aren’t fruit!
CIRCLE 71
They are, since they contain seeds
and develop from the ovary of a pea
flower.
Hogwash and Latirus stare at Circle 71. Titanae walks back in
and looks at Circle 71.
TITANAE
The water doesn’t work
The vampire GASPS awake
HOGWASH/LATIRUS
Aaaah
Titanae grabs the vampire by the neck.
BELTHORP
Get your urine stained hands off
me.
TITANAE
You just woke up.
BELTHORP
I can smell it.
Hogwash raises his club.
HOGWASH
Tell us! We can kill you over and
over again.
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BELTHORP
Wow scary. It could be helpful to
tell me what you want to know.
TITANAE
How old are you?
......
TITANAE (CONT’D)
I am forty three.
VAMPIRE
Really? What’s your secret?
TITANAE
Well
LATIRUS
He’s being sarcastic Titan. (to
Belthorp) Look, we’ll give you
blood for answers.
BELTHORP
Two hundred and fifty six
HOGWASH
This is going to take weeks.
TITANAE
What do you know about the Eonite?
BELTHORP
I have already answered a question
but have not received any blood.
CIRCLE 71
He is correct.
LATIRUS
Give him some blood.
HOGWASH
I am not giving anything to the
stuck up gum-o-saurus.
Titanae and Latirus laugh. Hogwash joins in too.
CIRCLE 71
Humour?
BELTHORP
Bad taste. I only fed off criminals
and I haven’t killed in ages.
(MORE)
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BELTHORP (CONT'D)
I was tending to my flock when they
came, stole my heard and knocked my
teeth out without cause or trial.
LATIRUS
Give him some blood.
CIRCLE 71
Since you are scared I will.
Circle takes the jar of blood from Hogwash.
HOGWASH
I am not.
CIRCLE 71
Your chemosignals state otherwise.
BELTHORP
I agree
Circle 71 opens the jar and moves it over Belthorp’s head.
Belthorp drops his head back and opens his mouth. Circle 71
starts to poor.
A DOOR CLOSES.
Everyone stops and look at latirus when.. a door opens and
posh sixty seven year old Mildred comes in with carrying an
umbrella and a roll of papers. She SCREAMS when she sees
Belthorp with a bloody face surrounded by others. She raises
her umbrella.
CIRCLE 71
Cut
MILDRED
You filthy devil worshipers!
Squatters! This house is not empty.
I’ll call the police!
Mildred looks around (stereo, microwave, coffee machine).
HOGWASH
(female voice)
What are you looking for Millie?
MILDRED
Nothing.
She looks at Hogwash again.
MILDRED (CONT’D)
Agatha?
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Hogwash stands up from the table. Little knitted legs dangle
off a belt hanging over Agatha’s black skirt.
LATIRUS
O my god mother. Nobody’s got a
microwave stuffed down their pants.
MILDRED
Louisa?
Everyone stares at a stunned Mildred and embarrassed Louisa.
LATIRUS
It was raining.
MILDRED
So you brought the warpers here?
LATIRUS
Life Action Role Playing mother.
Larpers.
MILDRED
Do not give me lip young lady.
The larpers get uncomfortable.
HOGWASH
I hate humans.
MILDRED
I do not approve of this Louisa.
Playing with blood. I am, I am
Hogwash hits mildred with his club. BOING
HOGWASH
They get stuck sometimes.
All eyebrows raise to a stunned Mildred.
HOGWASH (CONT’D)
Humanoids. We are trying to save
the planet here, which is important
to Louisa. And all of us really.
You insensitive, decoration
obsessed, humanoid.
Hogwash winks at Circle 71.
CIRCLE 71
Are you okay?
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HOGWASH
Humanoid?
MILDRED
I am
Hogwash raises his club
MILDRED (CONT’D)
Fine!
Everyone laughs.
HOGWASH
We are glad you are here humanoid.
We are looking for a rare rock
called Eonite that can create a new
planet for us to live on. Since,
you know, this one is toast. We
might need you to
Hogwash looks at Circle 71
CIRCLE 71
Access your extensive records for
any useful information?
MILDRED
Oh, right. I mean (monotone voice)
I concur.
LATIRUS
What is your name humanoid?
MILDRED
Bob
Laughing
MILDRED (CONT’D)
I will have you know that Bob is an
abbreviation for bit of bot.
Respect has been earned.
CIRCLE 71
Alright peeps, game on in three,
two, one.
BELTHORP
You suck at pouring, alien.
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All laugh
FADE OUT.

